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3D Printer
Compared with the traditional model making ,3D printer will greatly reduce design cycle and conventional
mold mufacturing cost of model,faster time to market.With hign printing precision, high efficiency, high
flexibility,it can meet different the design stage of product for custom printing, verify the feasibility of the
design scheme of analysis, to provide reference for the design study, and prints equipment fixtures on the
hardness, strength less demanding

Operating principle
PolyJet technology is a powerful additive manufacturing method that produces smooth, accurate prototypes,
parts and tooling. The 3D printer jets and instantly UV-cures tiny droplets of liquid photopolymer. Fine layers
accumulate on the build tray to create a precise 3D model or part. Where overhangs or complex shapes
require support, the 3D printer jets a removable gel-like support material. The user easily removes the
support materials by hand or with water. Models can be handled and used immediately,without additional
post-curing.

Key parameter
Tray size（X×Y×Z）
Minimum layer Thickness
Maximum Build size(X×Y×Z)
Resolution
Accuracy
Build Modes

260mm x 260mm x 200mm
Horizontal build layer as fine as 16 microns.
252mm x 252mm x 200mm
x-axis：600dpi；y-axis:600dpi；z-axis：1600dpi
20-100μm for features below 50mm;up to 200μm for full model size(for rigid
materials only, depending on geometry, build parameters and model orientation).
Hign Quality（HQ）：16μm resolution

Hign Speed（HS）：30μm resolution

Available material

FullCure®810
VeroWhite
VeroBlue
TangoGray
TangoPlus
Durus

Support material

FullCure®705(Water Jet removable)and SUP707(soluble)

Input drawing format
Jetting heads
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VeroBlack

TangoBlack

.STL
SHR（Single Head Replacement），8 units.
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Materials
Based on PolyJet technology, the Eden260VS offer 15 distinct materials including:：
z Transparent materials for producing clear models with great dimensional stability and surface
smoothness
z Rigid Opaque materials (Vero family) in a variety of colors including white, gray, blue and black.
z Simulated Polypropylene materials with toughness and durability to create smooth prototypes with living
hinges, flexible closures and snap-fit parts
z Rubber-like materials(Tango family) suitable for a range of applications requiring non-slip or soft surfaces
z High Temperature(RGD525) for advanced functional testing, hot air and water flow, and static
applications
Now our company just purchases a kind of FullCure®810,rigid tansparent material.

Equipment feature
With optimal solution of High efficiency ,more flexibility,high quality,it reduces development time of product.
z Design Series 3D printer makes amazing masterpiece,greatly improve quality of information delivering,and
share 3D model with workmate and client to reach an agreement for our product.
z 16-micron layer accuracy for smooth surface,thin walls and fine details.

Application
z Printing product model,knowing of the structure of product to verify the feasibility of the design scheme of
analysis.
z Printing equipment fixture,(Now our company just purchases a kind of rigid tansparent material).
For example,the sample of product and model:
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